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Forty-five years give for a lot.  During these past years we have 
remained faithful to our principles putting only the designs we 
like most into production, whether it be to equip a house, 
a hotel or a park.  

We thought it made sense to join all our pieces and make an 
OUTDOOR CATALOGUE where you can find Salvador Dalí’s 
lips sofa and Jaime Hayon’s Monkey side table perfectly 
side by side.

Design meets art. Since 1972



Nombre producto
Diseñador

Jaiuata duntotas dite molorit ides aute pe omnis asperia as re 
peruptium qui coreptatis iur, sant. Nam et excea et aut hillum 
dit duciisti verum solorem ut moluptatum net fugit molorit est, 
ea dolorera et, sim voloruptur, aut ari corepudicil min conet 
molumque venist dite molorit ides aute pe omnis.

Measurements 47 x 60 x 92 h. cm

Dalilips 
Salvador Dalí and Oscar Tusquets

Designed in 1972 by Salvador Dalí along with Oscar Tusquets, 
for the Sala Mae West at the Teatre-Museu in Figueras.  
Produced in rotomoulded polyethylene, 
apt for outdoors.
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Showtime poltrona
Jaime Hayon

Poltrona armchair, sofa and armchair with cover in rotomoulded 
polyethylene holding Jaime Hayon’s hallmark. A complete 
classic in BD’s catalogue. 



Gardenias poltrona 
Jaime Hayon

The Gardenias is a second collection by Jaime Hayon for BD. 
Completed in extruded and cast aluminium. Inspired in mid-20th 
century romantic gardens.



Monkey side table
Jaime Hayon

Few pieces have been able to reach the commercial success and 
communication this unique piece has achieved by Jaime Hayon.  
It’s useful, has quality and is humorous which is always welcome 
especially during the times we’re living in.



Side table B
Konstantin Grcic

Elegant, solid and a side serving table - signed by one of the most 
prestigious international designers. Made in architectural concrete, 
available in grey or black and apt for both indoors and outdoors.



Table B
Konstantin Grcic

Table B has converted into a 21st century classic in design, 
with tops measuring from 1,8 to 5 metres. The outdoor version 
is available with an architectural concrete leg(s) base or in a 
stainless steel rod (leg set) option.



BDlove bench
Ross Lovegrove

Ross Lovegrove is known by his nickname, Captain 
Organic due to his taste for these forms. He designed the 
BDlove Collection in 2001 opening a new era for public 
benches in rotomoulded plastic. 



BDlove planter
Ross Lovegrove

The BDlove family consists of a bench, a lamp and a plant holder.
The three are produced in a variety of colours and each offer 
a place for seating.



BDlove lamp
Ross Lovegrove

The BDlove family consists of a bench, a lamp and a 
plant holder.  The three are produced in a variety of 
colours and each offer a place for seating. 



The Poet
Alfredo Häberli

Alfredo Häberli is a great admirer of Oscar Tusquets’ and Lluís 
Clotet’s designs. After the Catalano and Perforano Benches, he 
paid homage to these and designed the Suizos Benches for BD in 
perforated painted steel. Of all of them, the Poet Bench is the one 
with the most sales.



Bench B
Konstantin Grcic

Bench B is a multipurpose bench for indoor and outdoor, measuring 
up to 4,8 m in a solid piece. The legs are in cast aluminium with 
extrusioned aluminium slats. 



Catalano y Perforano
Lluís Clotet & Oscar Tusquets

The form of this bench is taken from Gaudí’s Bench design for 
Parc Güell in Barcelona. Its ergonomic design, according to its 
authors is unimprovable. This piece has formed part 
of our catalogue since 1974.

IZQUIERDA: BANCO PERFORANO / DERECHA: BANCO CATALANO
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